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IN: Watch video. What are the 5 processes that cause the

HS-LS4-3: Apply

concepts of statistics and
probability to support explanations that organisms with
an advantageous heritable trait tend to increase in
proportion to organisms lacking this trait.

frequency of genes in a population to change?

• Part 2 Lecture 1
• How do organisms adapt to their
environment?

KEEP in MIND ………..
The product of natural
Identify the types of adaptations (traits) seen here.
selection is the
adaptation of
populations to their
environment.
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Natural selection
DOES NOT involve
organisms “trying
or needing” to
adapt.
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KEEP in MIND ………..

Which is your favorite adaptation?

 Individual
organisms
CAN NOT
evolve during
a single
lifespan.
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I. Three Types of Adaptations

B. Physiological- biochemical reactions of an organism

A. Structural- body parts that will help an organism
survive in its habitat
Quills

Carnivores have
sharp canines to kill
and tear meat.

Camouflage

• Mimicry allows one animal to
look, sound, or act like another
animal to fool predators into
thinking it is poisonous or
dangerous.

(making venom, secreting slime, being able to keep a
constant body temperature); based on body chemistry and
metabolism.

Snakes make
venom to protect
themselves and
capture prey.
Plants bend toward the
light, a process called
phototropism. It occurs
inside the plant as a
result of chemical
reactions.

C. Behavioral- special ways a particular organism
behaves to survive; how organism acts
Hibernation

Predator/ Prey

Frogs have lungs or can absorb
oxygen through their skin.

The Giant African Millipede is toxic. It
makes a poison that it releases
through its skin. Keeps it from being
a tasty treat for predators.

II. Evolution and the Gene Pool
A. Evolution is also a change in a gene pool over time.
a. The gene pool is all the genetic information in a
population; all alleles for EVERY gene.
b. The frequency of the alleles in a population will
determine its phenotype frequency (traits.)

Migration

Courting

Migration

B. Genetic Equilibrium

III. Pressure to Adapt

a. A principle that states allele
frequencies tend to remain the
same over generations unless
acted upon by an outside force
(Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium Equation)

Is this realistic?

b. This means no evolution or
change will occur in an
undisturbed population.
c. Almost never happens in nature
d. Allows scientists to measure
changes in a gene pool.

A. The environment will
determine if a trait is
advantageous (good) or
deleterious (bad.)
B. The environment changes
constantly with an almost
infinite number of variables.
C. If the environment changes,
a once beneficial
characteristics may not be
an advantageous
adaptation anymore.
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D. Natural Selection is the only process that
leads to ADAPATION.

E. Natural selection can affect the frequency of traits
depending on which phenotypes in a population are
favored at that time.

F. Biotic Pressures to Adapt
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

G. Abiotic Pressures to Adapt
a. Seasonal Temperature (affect migration or
hibernation)
b. Climate change (causes extreme weather,
altering habitats)
c. Acidity (kills organisms; decreases biodiversity)

Invasive Species
Disease
Competition
Predation
Symbiotic Relationships

Natural Selection of Peppered Moth Video

Peppered Moth Simulation ….
Yummy!
• http://peppermoths.weebly.com/ Natural
Selection.pptx

Complete Peppered Moth Activity

Do Peppered Moth Activity

OUT: (homework)
• Summary of Page 115
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STOP

I. Types of Natural Selection
A. Traits may increase or decrease depending

upon the stability of any given environment.
B. This can lead to one of three
modes of selection
a. Stabilizing selection
b. Disruptive (divergent)
selection
c. Directional selection

II. Stabilizing “Towards the Average”
A. Natural selection in which the
middle phenotypes are the
most fit while the extremes
are least fit.
B. Occurs during long periods
of environmental constancy.
C. New variations are unlikely;
genes have allowed a
population to survive for
thousands of years.

D. Examples of Stabilizing Selection
a. Human birth weight
b. Horseshoe crabs
c. Robin eggs and cheetahs

We weigh about 6-7 lbs.”
Too short ;
too slow
Too Long;
break

Body form has
changed little in
over 200 million
years.

III. Directional
“Away from the Average”
A.Natural selection in which one
phenotype is favored.
B.Individuals at one extreme are at
a disadvantage compared to others
in the population.
C. Median (middle) phenotypes are
neither strongly favored or
disfavored.
D. Most common during periods of
environmental change or migration.
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E. Examples of Directional Selection
a. Industrial melanism
b. Antibiotic resistance
(super bugs)
c. Horses

WET = small seeds; little beak

Small forest dwelling horse changed when the
environment went to grassland. Horses evolved to
tall, fast-running, grazing animals.

DRY = tough, large seeds
stronger beaks to crush

IV. Disruptive “Towards the Extreme”
A. A type of natural selection
in which the median
phenotypes are considered
unfit, while the TWO
extremes are considered fit.
B. Produces distinct
subpopulations.
C. The rarest of the three
types.

D. Examples of Disruptive Selection:
a. Size of male salmon
b. Beak size in finches
c. Butterfly mimics

In coho salmon small and large males
gain access to females by sneaking
and fighting respectively. By contrast,
intermediate-sized males are at a
competitive disadvantage.

The Mocker swallowtail evades
its predators by resembling
poisonous butterflies.
Predators have learned to avoid
these poisonous butterflies and
to steer away from the look-alike swallowtail. Mocker
swallowtails that do not look
poisonous are eaten quickly by
predators.
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Video Summary of Three Types of Natural Selection

Graphing Types of Natural Selection
Cartoons
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